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THE HOLDER IN DUE COURSE DOCTRINEAS A DEFAULT RULEGregory E. Maggs*
I. INTRODUCTION The “holder in due course” doctrine, as implemented by Article 3 of theUniform Commercial Code (U.C.C., or the Code),1  governs negotiableinstruments such as checks and promissory notes.2  The doctrine says thata party who acquires a negotiable instrument in good faith, for value, andwithout notice of certain facts, and who also meets some additionalrequirements,3  takes the instrument free of competing claims of ownership4and most defenses to payment.5  The doctrine thus may relieve a partyacquiring a check or note from worries that anyone else owns the instru-ment or that its maker will have particular legal grounds for refusing to payit. For example, suppose that a person borrows money from a bank to buya house and makes a note promising to repay the loan.6  The bank mightlater sell the note to an investor. If the note meets the formal requisites ofa negotiable instrument, and the investor purchases the instrument in goodfaith and for value and without notice of various potential problems, theinvestor may qualify as a “holder in due course.”7  The investor then willhave assurance that no one else can claim an interest in the note, even if thebank has purported to sell the note to someone else. In addition, theinvestor will know that the homeowner has a duty to pay the note, *784
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8 See WILLIAM E. BRITTON, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF BILLS ANDNOTES 2-14 (1943) (describing development of negotiability and holder in duecourse doctrine); 2  FREDERICK M. HART & WILLIAM F. WILLIER, NEGO-TIABLE INSTRUMENTS UNDER THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE §§1.01-.08, at 1-1 to-29 (1997) (same); Edward L. Rubin, Learning from LordMansfield: Toward  a Transferability Law for Modern  Commercial Practice, 31IDAHO L. REV. 775, 777-86 (1995) (same). 9 See, e.g., Miller v. Race, 97 Eng. Rep. 398 (K.B. 1758) (holding that goodfaith purchaser of bank note acquired good title to note); Peacock v. Rhodes, 99Eng. Rep. 402 (K.B . 1781) (extending holding of Miller to bills of exchange). 10 4 WILLIAM D. HAWKLAND & LARY LAWRENCE, UNIFORMCOMM ERCIAL CODE SERIES § 3-101: 01, at 4 (1994); JAMES J. WHITE &ROBERT S. SUMMERS, UNIFORM CO MM ERCIAL CODE § 1, at 3 (3d ed.1988). 11 See 4 HAWKLAN D & LAW RENCE, supra  note 10, § 3-101: 01, at 3(stating that Article 3  is revision and modernization of N.I.L.). 12 See [State U.C.C. Variations Binder] U.C.C. Rep. Serv. (CBC), at xix-xx(1997) (listing 47 jurisdictions that now have adopted revised version of Article 3).13 See Rubin, supra  note 8, at 777 (commenting that negotiable instruments lawhas retained many principles for  200  years); M .B.W . Sinclair , Codification ofNegotiable Instruments Law: A Tale  of Reiterated Anachronism, 21 U. TOL. L.REV. 625, 625 (1990) (noting that law of negotiable instruments has changed verylittle despite “revolutionary developments”). 14 Grant Gilmore, Formalism and the Law of Negotiable Instruments, 13CREIGHT ON L. REV. 441, 448 (1979). 
even if the homeowner might have had a defense to payment against thebank such as fraud or failure of consideration. The holder in due course doctrine has remained largely unchanged forhundreds of years.8  Lord Mansfield clarified the holder in due coursedoctrine in several important common-law cases decided during the late1700s.9  His rules were later codified in the Uniform Negotiable Instru-ments Law (N.I.L.), a model act drafted in 1896 and eventually adopted byforty-eight states.10  Since the 1950s, every state has replaced the N.I.L.with Article 3 of the U.C.C.11  Most states now have supplanted the originalversion of Article 3 with a revised version promulgated in 1990.12  Bothversions of Article 3 have retained the basic features of the doctrine as itexisted at common law.13  As Professor Grant Gilmore said, “[T]ime seemsto have been suspended, nothing has changed, the late twentieth centurylaw of negotiable instruments is still a law for clipper ships and their exoticcargoes from the Indies.”14 
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15 Discussed infra Part III.A. 16 Discussed infra Part IV.A. 
Over the course of this long history, a set of conventional policyarguments for the holder in due course doctrine has developed. Thestandard justification for immunizing a holder in due course *785 fromclaims and defenses is that the immunity will encourage beneficialcommercial transactions.15  For instance, in the example above, the doctrinearguably encourages the investor to buy the note from the bank, and thusmakes the bank more willing to lend money to the homeowner. Thestandard explanation for the various requirements for attaining holder indue course status--good faith, value, lacking notice of certain facts--is thatthese requirements promote fairness and properly limit the incentives thatthe doctrine creates.16 This Article questions the conventional policy arguments. It contendsthat parties can generally recreate the effects of the holder in due coursedoctrine by using “waiver of defense” clauses in ordinary contracts.Pursuant to these clauses, parties may specify the precise circumstancesunder which an assignee of contractual rights takes those rights free fromclaims and defenses. As a result, this Article argues, a justification for theholder in due course doctrine must do more than show that stripping claimsand defenses encourages beneficial transactions; it must explain whymaintaining the doctrine as a matter of law is preferable to leaving the rulesregarding the transfer of instruments to private contract. This Article suggests an alternative economic justification for thedoctrine that takes into account the possibility of using waiver of defenseclauses as an alternative to making negotiable instruments. It asserts that,while parties could replicate the doctrine through waiver of defenseclauses, the holder in due course doctrine spares them the effort. In thisway, the doctrine serves as a default rule that may reduce transaction costs,and thus may promote efficiency. This Article further asserts that therequirements for attaining holder in due course status should exist becausethey probably establish limitations that people who use negotiableinstruments want, and that they would include in waiver of defense clausesif they could not make negotiable instruments. *786 II. AN OVERVIEW OF THE HOLDER IN DUE COURSE DOCTRINE The current official version of Article 3 of the U.C.C. codifies theholder in due course doctrine in sections 3-302, 3-305, and 3-306, all of
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17 Infra app., pp. 822-824. 18 See RESTATEM ENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 336(1) (1981), whichasserts: By an assignment the assignee acquires a right against the obligor onlyto the extent that the obligor is under a duty to the assignor; and if the rightof the assignor would be voidable by the obligor or unenforceable againsthim if no assignment had been made, the right of the assignee is subject tothe infirmity. For a similar expression of the rule, see E. ALLAN FARNSWORTH, CON-TRACTS § 11.8, at 810 (2d ed. 1990); 2 19 See RESTATEMENT (SECOND ) OF CONTRACTS § 336 illus. 6 (1979)(providing similar example); see also U.C.C. § 2-210(2) (1995) (authorizingassignments of rights under sales contracts). 20 U.C.C. § 3-305(b) (1995). 
which are reprinted in the Appendix to this Article.17  Sections 3-305 and3-306 declare that a holder in due course takes a negotiable instrument freefrom certain claims and defenses. Section 3-302 states the requirements forobtaining holder in due course status. The following discussion explainsthese provisions. A. IMMUNITY FROM CLAIMS AND DEFENSES Ordinary contract law specifies that, unless otherwise agreed, theassignee of rights under a contract takes the rights subject to any defensesavailable against the assignor.18  For example, suppose that a businesscontracts to pay a furniture dealer $1000 for a desk and chair. The furnituredealer may assign its right to receive the $1000 payment to a third party,such as a bank. As an ordinary assignee, the bank would take the right toreceive payment subject to any defenses that the business could assertagainst the furniture dealer. Thus, if the dealer failed to deliver the desk andchair and that failure would excuse the business from paying the dealer, italso would excuse the dealer from paying the bank as an assignee.19 By contrast, the assignee of a negotiable instrument who has the statusof a holder in due course generally takes the instrument free of the maker’sdefenses. Section 3-305(b) states, with one exception, that “[t]he right ofa holder in due course to enforce the *787 obligation of a party to pay theinstrument ... is not subject to defenses of the obligor ... or claims inrecoupment.”20  The sole exception provides that the maker of an instru-
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21 Id. § 3-305(a)(1) (listing real defenses); id. § 3-305(b) (subjecting holder indue course to defenses stated in section 3-305(a)(1), but not other defenses). For anin-depth discussion of real defenses and possible justifications for treating themdifferently, see Clayton P. Gillette, Rules, Standards, and Precautions in PaymentSystems, 82 VA. L. REV. 181, 237-243 (1996). 22 See U.C.C. § 2-711 (stating remedies available to buyer of goods when sellerfails to deliver); id. § 3-305 cmt. 3 (explaining how maker of note would retaincontractual rights against payee in this situation). 23 Id. § 3-306. 24 Id. 
ment may assert socalled real defenses, such as infancy, duress, incapacity,illegality, fraud in the factum, or a discharge in bankruptcy.21 For instance, suppose that the business in the example above issues anegotiable promissory note for $1000 to the furniture dealer and that dealersells the note to a bank. If the bank qualifies as a holder in due course, thenit could enforce the note against the business, and the business could notassert the dealer’s failure to deliver the furniture as a defense to payment.The bank would take the note free of that defense, and the firm’s onlymeans of asserting its claim for nondelivery of the furniture would be to suethe furniture dealer for breach of contract.22 In addition to taking an instrument free of defenses and claims inrecoupment, the holder of a negotiable instrument also takes the instrumentfree of competing claims of ownership. Section 3-306 says that “[a] persontaking an instrument, other than a person having rights of a holder in duecourse, is subject to a claim of a property or possessory right in theinstrument....”23  By contrast, a “person having rights of a holder in duecourse takes free of the claim to the instrument.”24  To understand this rule,suppose in the example above that, after the business issues the note to thefurniture dealer but before the dealer sells it to the bank, a thief steals it andsells it to a finance company. Under section 3-306, if the finance companyqualifies as a holder in due course--if it purchases the note in good faith,without notice of the theft, and so forth--the finance company will then ownthe note. The dealer cannot recover it. *788 The rules stated above have changed very little over time. Theprerevision version of Article 3, first promulgated in the 1950s, contained
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25 Section 3-305 of the prerevision version of Article 3 stated: “To  the extentthat a holder is a holder in due course he takes the  instrument free from (1) allclaims to it on the part of any person; and (2) all defenses of any party to theinstrument with whom the holder has not dealt except ... [real defenses, such asinfancy, duress, etc .].” U.C.C. § 3-305 (1989). 26 The N.I.L. stated: “A holder in due course holds the instrument free from anydefect of title of prior parties, and free from defenses available to prior partiesamong themselves, and may enforce payment of the instrument for the full amountthereof against all parties liable thereon.” N.I.L. § 57 (1896), reprinted in UNIF.NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS ACT  § 57, 5 U.L.A. 13-14 (1943). Decisionsunder the N.I.L. recognized implied exceptions for real defenses, such as infancy.See generally  U.C.C. § 3-305 cmt. 4. (prerevision) (discussing defense of infancy).For a brief description of this common-law history, see Rubin, supra  note 8, at778-86. 27 U.C.C. § 1-201(20) (1995) (“ ‘Holder,’ with respect to a negotiableinstrument, means the person in possession if the instrument is payable to bearer or,in the case of an instrument payable to an identified person, if the identified personis in possession.”). 28 Id. § 3-302  (1995) . A holder in due course may transfer his or her rights toanother party. Id. § 3-203(b). As a result, a party can have the rights  of a holder indue course without actually being a holder in due course. Id. § 3-203 cmt. 2. 29 Id. § 3-302(a)(2)(i) (imposing value requirement). 30 Id. § 3-303(a)(1)-(5) (stating ways that holder may give value). 
highly similar provisions.25  Before it, the N.I.L. and the common lawestablished largely the same rules.26 B. REQUIREMENTS FOR HOLDER IN DUE COURSE STATUS To become a holder in due course of a negotiable instrument, a partymust first qualify as a “holder” of the instrument. This means that theperson must have possession of the instrument, and the instrument must bepayable to that person or payable to bearer.27  A party who satisfies theformal requirements of being a holder must then meet eight additionalrequirements, specified in section 3-302, to qualify as a “holder in duecourse.”28  Seven of these eight requirements relate to the manner in whichthe person obtained the instrument. The other requirement concerns theappearance of the instrument. The following discussion briefly describeseach of these eight requirements. First, the holder must give “value” for the instrument.29  Typically, aholder will give value by buying the instrument or taking the instrument aspayment for a debt.30  For example, a bank might purchase a mortgage notefrom another bank, or a *789 merchant might take a cashier’s check inpayment for a sale of goods. A holder does not give value by merely
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31 Id. § 3-303(a)(1). 32 Id. § 3-302(a)(2)(ii). 33 Id. § 3-103(a)(4). 34 Id. § 3-302(a)(2)(iii). 35 Id. § 3-304(b)(2). 36 Id. § 3-304(a)(2). 37 Id. § 3-304(a)(3). 38 Id. § 3-302(a)(2)(iv). 39 See id. § 3-407(a) (defining alteration). 40 Id. § 3-302(a)(2)(v). 41 Supra Part II.A. 
promising to pay for an instrument; a promise constitutes value only “to theextent the promise has been performed.”31 Second, the holder must take the instrument “in good faith.”32  The Codedefines good faith as “honesty in fact and the observance of reasonablecommercial standards of fair dealing.”33  A holder who participates in afraudulent scheme might lack good faith under this standard. For example,a check-cashing service might act in bad faith if it takes an indorsed checkfrom a person whom it suspects stole the instrument. Third, the holder must take the instrument “without notice that theinstrument is overdue or has been dishonored or that there is an uncureddefault with respect to payment of another instrument issued as part of thesame series.”34  Instruments payable at a definite time become overdue afterthe time for payment has passed.35  Demand instruments become overdueafter ninety days in the case of checks,36  or after an “unreasonably long”period in the case of other instruments.37 Fourth, the holder must take the instrument “without notice that theinstrument contains an unauthorized signature or has been altered.”38Consequently, the holder cannot know or have reason to know thatsomeone has forged the signature of a drawer, maker, or indorser or hasaltered the terms of the instrument. A person might alter the terms of aninstrument by erasing the original terms and substituting new ones.39 Fifth, the person must take the instrument “without notice of any claimto the instrument described in [s]ection 3-306.”40  A claim under section3-306, as noted above,41  is a claim of ownership. *790 For example,suppose that the payee loses a bearer instrument and that someone elsefinds it. The payee has a claim of ownership to the instrument just like thepayee would have a claim of ownership to any other lost personal property.
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42 U.C.C. § 3-302(a)(2)(vi). 43 See id. § 3-305(a)(1)-(3) (setting forth possible defenses, including infancy,duress, lack of legal capacity, illegality of transaction under other laws, fraud in theinducement, simple contract defenses, and claims in recoupment). 44 Claims in recoupment are claims arising from the transaction that gave rise tothe instrument, such as a claim for breach of warranty. See id. § 3-305 cmt. 3(offering breach of warranty as example of claim in recoupment). For example, ifa merchant sells defective goods in exchange for a check, the drawer of the checkmay have a claim of recoupment based on an express or implied warranty about thequality of the goods. See id. § 2-714 (1995) (providing buyer with remedy fornon-conforming goods). 45 Id. § 3-302(c). 46 Id. 47 Id. 48 Id. § 3-302(a)(1). 
This provision would thus prevent the finder from becoming a holder in duecourse. Sixth, the person must take the instrument “without notice that any partyhas a defense or claim in recoupment described in [s]ection 3-305(a).”42Section 3-305(a), in turn, lists all the different kinds of defenses a draweror maker might have on a check or note, including real and personalcontract defenses and other defenses established by Article 3.43  Forexample, the maker of a note might argue that he never received thepromised consideration for that note.44 Seventh, the holder cannot have taken the instrument in certain specifiedways outside the ordinary course of business. The holder, for instance,cannot have taken the instrument “by legal process or by purchase in anexecution, bankruptcy, or creditor’s sale or similar proceeding.”45  Theholder also cannot have taken the instrument “by purchase as part of a bulktransaction not in [the] ordinary course of business of the transferor.” 46Similarly, the holder cannot have taken the instrument “as the successor ininterest to an estate or other organization.”47 Eighth, the negotiable instrument must have a proper appearance. Whenthe holder takes the instrument, it must not “bear such apparent evidenceof forgery or alteration” or otherwise appear “so irregular or incomplete asto call into question its authenticity.”48  An instrument might appearincomplete if it lacks *791 words or numbers that an ordinary instrument
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49 See id. § 3-115(a) (defining incomplete instrument as “a signed writing,whether or not issued by the signer, the contents of which show at the time ofsigning that it is incomplete but that the signer intended it to be completed by theaddition of words or numbers”). 50 E.g., Western State Bank v. First Union Bank & Trust, 360 N.E.2d 254,257-58 (Ind. Ct. App. 1977). 
51 See U.C.C. § 3-302(1) (1989) (prerevision version) (“A holder in due courseis a holder who takes the instrument (a) for value; and (b) in good faith; and (c)without notice that it is overdue or has been dishonored  or of any defense againstor claim to it on the part of any person.”). The prerevision version further states: A holder does not become a holder in due course of an instrument: (a)by purchase of it at judicial sale or by taking it under legal process; or (b)by acquiring it in taking over an estate; or (c) by purchasing it as part of abulk transaction not in regular course  of business of the transferor. Id. 52 A holder in due course is a holder who has taken the instrument under thefollowing conditions: (1) That it is complete and regular upon its face; (2) That hebecame the holder of it before it was overdue, and without notice that it had beenpreviously dishonored, if such was the fact; (3) That he took it in good faith and forvalue; (4) That at the time it was negotiated  to him he had  no notice of any infirmityin the instrument or defect in the title of the person negotiating it. UNIFORM NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS ACT § 52, 5 U.L.A. 13 (1943).
would include.49  The Code does not define “irregular,” but the termpresumably describes instruments that do not follow ordinaryconventions.50 Like the rules specifying that a holder takes an instrument free of claimsand defenses, the definition of a holder in due course has changed verylittle over time. Section 3-302 in the revised version of Article 3 differslittle from its counterpart in the prerevision version of Article 3.51  It alsoclosely resembles the comparable provision in the N.I.L.52 III. THE POLICY ARGUMENT FOR STRIPPING CLAIMS ANDDEFENSES UNDER THE HOLDER IN DUE COURSE DOCTRINE A policy argument for a legal doctrine should explain how the doctrinebenefits society. The following discussion shows that the conventionalpolicy justification given for stripping claims and defenses under the holderin due course doctrine fails to satisfy this requirement. The discussiondescribes the conventional argument, shows what the argument overlooks,and then suggests a more persuasive alternative. 
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53 LARY LAWRENCE, AN INTRODUCTION TO PAYMENT SYSTEM S 53(1997). 54 Id. 55 Id. 56 232  A.2d  405  (N.J. 1967). 57 Id. at 410. 58 360  N.E.2d 254 (Ind. Ct. App. 1977). 
*792 A. THE CONVENTIONAL POLICY ARGUMENT The conventional policy argument for the holder in due course doctrineattempts to justify the doctrine’s existence using a two-step syllogism. Asthe following Sections document, the argument asserts that (1) strippingclaims and defenses will encourage transactions in negotiable instruments;and that (2) encouraging transactions in negotiable instruments benefitssociety. 1. The Argument that Stripping Claims and Defenses EncouragesCommercial Transactions. A party contemplating buying a negotiableinstrument or taking one in payment from someone other than its makermay have two concerns relating to his or her right to enforce the instrument.One is that the maker will have a legal ground for refusing to pay.53  Theother is that someone else will claim ownership of the instrument. 54 Theparty taking the instrument, in theory, could address both these worries byexpending time and money to investigate the origin of the negotiableinstrument before purchasing it or taking it in payment. The holder in duecourse doctrine, however, makes that effort largely unnecessary bystripping away claims of ownership and most defenses.55  The doctrine,therefore, arguably encourages parties to take negotiable instruments whenthey would otherwise hesitate. Numerous courts have articulated this theory of the function of theholder in due course doctrine. In the landmark case of Unico v. Owen,56  forexample, the New Jersey Supreme Court stated: “The basic philosophy ofthe holder in due course status is to encourage free negotiability ofcommercial paper by removing certain anxieties of one who takes the paperas an innocent purchaser knowing no reason why the paper is not as soundas its face would indicate.”57  The Indiana Court of Appeals offered acomparable explanation of the policy in Western State Bank v. First UnionBank & Trust Co.:58 *793 The purpose of conferring HDC [i.e., holder in due course]status is to encourage and facilitate the circulation of commercialpaper.    It is sometimes said that the holder in due course doctrine
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59 Id. at 258. 60 E.g., Bankers Trust Co. v. Litton Sys., 599 F.2d 488, 493-94 (2d Cir. 1979)(quoting Gilmore on value of preventing embarrassment in commercial transac-tions); Barnett Bank v. Regency Highland Condominium Ass’n, 452 So. 2d 587,591 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1984) (stating underlying policy to promote commercialtransactions without “elaborate investigation” of process and “in reliance on thecontract rights of one who offers them for sale or to secure a loan”); Sabine v.Paine, 119 N.E. 849, 850  (N.Y . 1918) (discussing prevention of embarrassment incommercial transactions). 61 Grant Gilmore, The Commercial Doctrine of Good  Faith Purchase, 63 YALEL.J. 1057 , 1057 (1954). 62 4 HAWKLAND & LAW RENCE, supra  note 10, §  3-302: 01, at 416 ; see also5A RONALD A. ANDERSON, ANDERSON ON THE UNIFORM COMM ER-CIAL CODE § 3-302: 3, at 590 (3d ed. 1995) (paraphrasing policy argument statedin Unico decision). 
is like oil in the wheels of commerce and that those wheels wouldgrind to a quick halt without such lubrication.” White and Summers,Uniform Commercial Code, p. 457.  It permits a specified class ofholders to receive negotiable instruments free of the risks of claimsor defenses which might be valid against the original recipient.These risks are twofold. First, the HDC is assured that he will notlose any action brought to enforce the instrument due to such claimsor defenses. This is the substantive effect of the rule. Second, andperhaps just as important, the holder is assured that should heacquire HDC status he will not incur high transaction costs in theform of protracted litigation when seeking to enforce the contract.This is the procedural effect of the rule.59Other judicial opinions, both old and new, also state this conventionalunderstanding of how stripping claims and defenses encourages transac-tions. 60 A variety of academic works reiterate this idea. In perhaps the mostfrequently cited article on the subject, Professor Grant Gilmore explainedthat the good faith purchaser “is protected not because of his praiseworthycharacter, but to the end that commercial transactions may be engaged inwithout elaborate investigation of property rights.”61  In other words, aparty may purchase or pay *794 a negotiable instrument without knowingfor sure how the person in possession acquired it. A leading treatise byProfessors William Hawkland and Lary Lawrence similarly asserts: “Toencourage the purchase of negotiable instruments, it is essential that a goodfaith purchaser receive his bargained for exchange. The Code establishesthe status of holder in due course to help ensure this result.”62  The
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63 See, e.g., PETER A. ALCES & MARION W . BENFIELD, CASES,PROBLEMS AND MATERIALS ON PAYM ENT SYSTEM S 102-03 (1993)(reprinting part of Gilmore’s article); STEVE NICKLES ET AL., MODERNCOMM ERCIAL PAPER: THE NEW LAW OF NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS(AND RELATED CO MM ERCIAL PAPER) 231 (1994) (stating that “theprotection of purchases ‘in due course’ “ and other factors “reflect a body of lawintended to facilitate trade in instruments”). 64 Infra Part IV.B.1.65 Infra Part III.B. 66 See generally  Curtis Nyquist, A Spectrum  Theory of Negotiability, 78 MARQ.L. REV.. 897, 922 (1995) (listing additional examples of potential benefits of thedoctrine). 67 E. ALLAN FARNSWORT H, CASES AND MATERIALS ON NEGOTIA-BLE INSTRUM ENTS 89 (4 th ed. 1993) (“[A] buyer’s ability to relinquish mostdefenses as against a financing agency when signing a negotiable promissory note,may make credit available when it otherwise would be denied or may make creditavailab le to the buyer at more favorable terms than would otherwise be available.”);JAMES J. WHITE & ROB ERT S. SUMMERS, UNIFORM COMM ERCIALCODE § 14-1, at 503 (4th ed. 1995) (arguing that holder in due course doctrine“facilitates the flow of capital from large lenders to the seller to an individualconsumer. In theory it does that by causing lenders to purchase consumer paper and
doctrine, to put it another way, prevents unknown claims and defenses fromdiminishing the apparent value of an instrument purchased in good faith.Law school textbooks typically explain the function of the doctrine in thesame way.63 Some room for disagreement does exist. Contrary to the sources citedabove, this author does not believe that stripping away claims and defensesnecessarily encourages transactions. As this Article suggests furtherbelow,64  stripping claims and defenses in some instances simply may raisethe price of instruments and may not promote transfers. Yet, as will beshown,65  even if the doctrine does facilitate transactions, that effect alonecannot justify the existence of the doctrine. 2. The Argument that Increased Transactions May Benefit Society. Theconventional policy argument does not merely claim that the holder in duecourse doctrine encourages third parties to buy negotiable instruments ortake them in payment. It also posits that the facilitated transactions benefitsociety. Discussions of the holder in due course doctrine frequently cite thefollowing three putative examples of benefits.66 First, by encouraging third parties to buy notes, the holder in due coursedoctrine may reduce the price of credit or make credit *795 available whenit otherwise would not be.67  Small banks, for example, can make more
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thus to use their capital to allow individual lenders and merchants to do businesswith the consumer”). 68 WHIT E & SUMMERS, supra  note 67, § 14-1, at 503; Nyquist, supra  note66, at 936. 69 See 12 C.F.R. §§ 229 .10(c), .12(b)-(c) (1996) (setting forth schedule for whencredit must be given for most types of checks); U.C.C. § 4-215(e) (1995) (statingrule for other checks). 70 To become a holder in due course, a bank--like anyone else--must give valuefor the instrument. U.C.C. § 3-302(a)(2)(i) (1995). A depositary bank gives valuewhen it acquires a security interest in a deposited check. Id. § 4-211. A bank canacquire a security interest by giving a depositor credit for a deposited check beforeit clears, if the customer withdraws the credit. Id. § 4-210(a)(1). 71 Id. § 3-305(b). 72 Gilmore, supra  note 14, at 452; Sinclair, supra  note 13, at 634-35. 
home loans if they can resell the promissory notes that they receive fromborrowers to larger banks or other investors. The larger banks and investorswill be more willing to buy the notes, or will pay a higher price, if they cantake them free from claims and defenses. Second, by encouraging banks to grant credit for deposited checks, theholder in due course doctrine may improve the check collection system.68When a bank customer deposits a check, the bank generally does not haveto give the customer credit for the check immediately.69  Many banks,however, advance credit to their customers upon deposit as a courtesy.Although other factors may also influence this decision, the banks knowthat they will become holders in due course of deposited checks to theextent that the depositors withdraw credit that they give.70  Holder in duecourse status affords them a measure of protection because, if a checkbounces, they will have the right to enforce it against the drawer free fromclaims and defenses.71 The doctrine thus may give depositors quickeraccess to their money. Third, by encouraging people to take negotiable instruments in payment,the holder in due course doctrine facilitates the creation of substitutes forcash. In the past century, before the government issued paper currency,banks issued notes in which they promised *796 to pay money to theholder.72  Merchants would take these notes in payment because they knewthat, under the holder in due course doctrine, the banks could not assert adefense to payment. During the twentieth century, the practice of issuingbank notes has died out, but banks still create some cash substitutes.Cashier’s checks, for example, often go from a bank to a remitter and then
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73 See U.C.C. § 3-103(a)(11) (defining remitter as person who “purchases aninstrument from its issuer if the instrument is payable to an identified person otherthan the purchaser”); id. § 3-302 cmt. 4 (describing this kind of transaction in firstcase). 74 Gilmore, supra  note 14; Ronald J. Mann, Searching for Negotiability inPayment and Credit Systems, 44 UCLA L. REV. 951 passim  (1997); James S.Rogers, The Irrelevance of Negotiable Instrument Concepts in the Law of theCheck-Based Payment System, 65 TEX. L. REV. 929 (1987); see also James S.Rogers, The Myth of Negotiability, 31 B.C. L. REV. 265, 317-18 (1990); Albert J.Rosenthal, Negotiability--Who Needs It?, 71 COLUM . L. REV. 375, 401 (1971)(concluding that “today, negotiability, and specifically the protections of holders indue course, are not necessary or even helpful in fostering the flow of commerce”);Rubin, supra  note 8, at 788 (noting that in many traditional settings, negotiabilityhow has “limited commercial re levance”). But cf. WHIT E & SUMMERS, supranote 67, §  14-1, at 503-04 (noting that significant amount of litigation involvingholder in due course doctrine continues to occur, which suggests that the doctrinestill has some importance in commercial transactions); Nyquist, supra  note 66, at902  (noting many ways in which negotiability remains important). 75 Infra Part V.A. 
to a payee.73  The payee may be willing to take the check because the payeeknows that the bank cannot assert a defense to payment against a holder indue course. For example, the bank cannot assert that the remitter failed topay for the instrument. Although the holder in due course doctrine theoretically might havethese effects, critics have expressed several reasons for discounting theoverall benefit of the doctrine. Many scholars, for example, have arguedthat the holder in due course doctrine has less value now than it may havehad in prior centuries because commercial practices have changed.74  Asdiscussed more fully below,75  they argue that despite the theoreticalbenefits of the holder in due course doctrine, consumers, businesses, andbanks now rely on it only in a small percentage of payment transactions.This criticism, if valid, would suggest that legislatures probably have moreimportant topics to worry about than the holder in due course doctrine. Thecriticism, however, does not undermine the theory behind the conventionalpolicy argument. Even if commercial practices have changed in general, thedoctrine still could encourage beneficial transactions in some circum-stances. *797 Other critics have argued that the holder in due course doctrinemight sometimes encourage transactions for inappropriate reasons. Mostsignificantly, if applicable, the doctrine might make it easier for unscrupu-
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76 See Vern Countryman, The Holder in Due Course and Other Anachronismsin Consumer  Credit, 52 T EX. L. REV. 1, 2-11 (1973) (explaining how holder indue course doctrine presents obstacle to consumer defrauded by merchant); RalphJ. Rohner, Holder in Due Course in Consumer  Transactions: Requiem, Revival, orReformation, 60 CORNELL L. REV. 503, 515 (1975) (no ting that holder in duecourse doctrine has negative consequences for those “victimized by deceptive salespractices, shoddy goods, and inept services”); Rosenthal, supra  note 74, at 378-85(comparing holder in due course doctrine’s application when poor consumer paysfor inoperable refrigerator with negotiable note or middle class consumer pays withcheck). 77 16 C.F.R. §§ 433.1-.2  (1997). For an influential commentary on the federalregulations, see M ichael F. Sturley, The Legal Impact of the Federal TradeCommission’s Holder in Due Course Notice on a Negotiable  Instrument: HowClever Are  the Rascals  at the FTC?, 68 N .C. L. REV. 953 (1990). 78 See U.C .C.C. § 3.307 (1974) (“With respect to a consumer credit sale orconsumer lease, the creditor may not take a negotiable instrument other than a check....”); U.C.C. § 3-302(g) (subordinating holder in due course doctrine to “any lawlimiting status as a holder in due course in [a] particular class of transactions”). Fora list of states that have adopted the U.C.C.C. or comparable provisions, see 1CONSUMER CRED. GUIDE (CCH)) P 505, at 1083-98 (July 18, 1995-Nov. 18,1997). 
lous merchants to defraud unsophisticated consumers.76  For example,merchants might take notes in payment for goods or services, sell the notesto a holder in due course, and then fail to perform to the consumer’ssatisfaction. The holder in due course doctrine would strip away the unwaryconsumer’s defenses, and require the consumer to pay the note. In response to this criticism, federal and state law now limits the abilityof consumers to make negotiable notes. The Federal Trade Commission haspromulgated a regulation making it an unfair or deceptive act or practice fora merchant to take an installment sale or lease contract (including a note)from a consumer unless the contract contains a clause stating that theconsumer may assert defenses against all subsequent assignees. 77 Anumber of states have also adopted provisions from a model statute calledthe Uniform Consumer Credit Code (U.C.C.C.) that prevents merchantsfrom taking negotiable instruments, other than checks, from consumers.78These limitations reduce the harm that the holder in due course doctrinemight cause, and thus strengthen the conventional policy argument forpreserving the doctrine in other circumstances. *798 B. WHAT THE CONVENTIONAL POLICY ARGUMENTOVERLOOKS 
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79 Supra notes 18-19 and accompanying text. 80 For a thorough discussion of waiver of defense clauses under modern contractlaw, see David Frisch & Henry D. Gabriel, Much Ado About Nothing: AchievingEssential Negotiability in an Electronic  Environment, 31 ID AHO L. REV. 747,760-72 (1995). See also 6 AN DERSON, supra  note 62, § 3-305: 5, at 14-15(same); FARNSW ORTH , supra  note 18, § 11.8, at 813 (same). 81 See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 336(1) (1981)(explaining that assignee is vulnerable to defenses of obligor). 82 See Frisch & Gabriel, supra  note 80, at 770-72 (suggesting ways to effectsuch rule by contract). 
Even if the conventional policy argument for the holder in due coursedoctrine withstands the criticism described above, it still has a fundamentalshortcoming. The conventional argument rests on an unstated assumptionthat, in the absence of the holder in due course doctrine, assignees ofnegotiable instruments would have to take them subject to claims anddefenses, and they therefore could not obtain the benefits that the holder indue course doctrine provides. This assumption lacks validity. Contract law, as described above, ordinarily provides that the assigneeof contractual rights takes the rights subject to any defenses applicableagainst the assignor.79  This general rule, however, has an importantexception that the conventional policy argument for the holder in duecourse doctrine overlooks. In particular, a contract may grant immunity tosubsequent assignees through a “waiver of defense” clause. A waiver ofdefense clause (also known as a “cut off” or “hell or high water” clause)says that the obligor under the contract waives the right to assert defensesagainst subsequent assignees.80 For example, again suppose that a business promises to pay $1000 to afurniture dealer in exchange for a desk and a chair. Ordinarily, as notedabove, if the furniture dealer assigned the contract to a third party, thebusiness would not lose its right to assert defenses. If the furniture dealerdid not deliver the goods, the business could refuse to pay the assignee. 81The result, however, would change if the contract contained a waiver ofdefense clause saying: “The buyer will not assert against an assignee of thiscontract any defense that it might have against the furniture dealer.” Thisclause would ensure that, even if the holder in due course doctrine did notapply, the assignee would *799 take the contractual rights free of defenses.The contract could include a similar clause guaranteeing that the buyerwould pay the person possessing the contract even if someone else claimedto have the right to payment. 82
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83 U.C.C. § 3-104 cmt. 2. 84 E.g., Young v. John Deere Plow Co., 115 S.E.2d 770, 773 (Ga. Ct. App.1960); Commercial Credit Corp. v. Biagi, 136 N.E.2d 580, 581 (Ill. App. Ct. 1956).85 E.g., Straight v. James Talcott, Inc., 329 F.2d 1, 3  (10th Cir. 1964); UnitedStates ex rel. Administrator of Fed. Hous. Admin. v. Troy-Parisian, Inc., 115 F.2d224, 226 (9th Cir. 1940); Morgan v. John Deere Co., 394 S.W .2d 453, 454 (Ky.1965); Walter J. Hieb Sand & Gravel, Inc. v. Universal C.I .T. Credit Corp., 332S.W.2d 619, 622 (Ky. 1959); National City Bank v. Prospect Syndicate, Inc., 10N.Y.S.2d 759 , 765 (Mun. Ct. 1939). 86 E.g., General Elec. Credit Corp. v. Tidenberg, 428 P.2d 33, 36 (N.M . 1967).87 E.g., Georgia R.R. Bank & T rust Co. v. Doolittle, 252 S.E.2d 556, 558 (S.C.1979). 88 332  S.W .2d at 622. 
Nothing in Article 3 prohibits parties from using waiver of defenseclauses to replicate the effects of the holder in due course doctrine. Indeed,an official comment to Article 3 even suggests that option: [T]he immediate parties to an order or promise that is not [anegotiable] instrument may provide by agreement that one or moreof the provisions of Article 3 determine their rights and obligationsunder the writing.... An example of such an agreement is a provisionthat a transferee of the writing has the rights of a holder in duecourse stated in Article 3 if the transferee took rights under thewriting in good faith, for value, and without notice of a claim ordefense.83This statement reveals that the Article 3 drafters did not intend the U.C.C.to preempt waiver of defense clauses. Modern contract law also does not generally forbid waiver of defenseclauses. On the contrary, pursuant to these clauses, courts have strippedaway a variety of defenses, such as failure of consideration,84  breach ofwarranty,85  misrepresentation,86  and nonoccurrence of a condition.87  Thecourts have generally seen no reason to hold that parties to a contractcannot waive their rights *800 in favor of an assignee. For example, inWalter J. Hieb Sand & Gravel, Inc., the Kentucky Court of Appealsexplained: There is no question but that the seller and buyer here could haveexecuted negotiable indicia of the sale which would have cut off thedefense pleaded here. Thus there seems to be no logical reason whythey could not impart to their contract limited aspects of negotiabili-ty with the purpose of facilitating the financing of their transaction.88
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89 See, e.g., Troy-Parisian, Inc.,  115 F.2d at 226 (“[T]here would appear to beno good reason why [parties] may not by agreement impart to [their contract]limited elements of negotiability.”). 90 Supra note 77 and  accompanying text. 91 See 16 C .F.R. §  433 .1(i) (1997) (defining consumer credit contract); id. §433 .2 (requiring consumer credit contracts to contain provision preserving claimsand defenses). 92 See U.C.C.C. § 1.301(12) (1974) (defining “consumer credit sale”); id. §1.301(14) (defining “consumer lease”); id. § 3.404(1) (1974) (subjecting assigneesof rights of seller or lessor in consumer credit sale or consumer lease to  all claimsand defenses); id. § 3.405(4) (prohibiting waiver clauses). 93 Subject to any statute or decision which establishes a different rulefor buyers or lessees of consumer goods, an agreement by a buyer orlessee that he will not assert against an assignee any claim or defensewhich he may have against the seller or lessor is enforceable by anassignee who takes his assignment for value, in good faith andwithout notice of a claim or defense, except as to defenses of a typewhich may be asserted against a  holder in due course of a negotiableinstrument under the Article on Negotiable Instruments (Article 3).U.C.C. § 9-206(1) (1995); see also id. § 2A-407(1) (1995) (making waiver ofdefense clause standard term of finance lease). 94 E.g., Laurel Bank & Trust Co. v. Mark Ford, Inc., 438 A.2d 705, 708 (Conn.1980); Block v. Ford Motor Credit Co., 286 A.2d 228, 232-33 (D .C. 1972);Chemical Bank v. Rinden Prof’l Ass’n, 498 A.2d 706, 710-11 (N.H . 1985). 
Other courts have justified upholding waiver of defense clauses on similargrounds.89 Despite the general enforceability of waiver of defense clauses, fourlimitations deserve mention. First, the same laws that limit the ability ofconsumers to make negotiable instruments also restrict their use of waiverof defense clauses. The Federal Trade Commission regulations, describedabove,90  generally require consumer credit sale or lease contracts, whetheror not they qualify as negotiable instruments, to contain a clause preservingdefenses.91  The U.C.C.C. likewise prohibits waiver of defense clauses inconsumer credit sale and lease contracts.92 Second, Article 9 of the U.C.C. regulates waiver clauses in assignmentsof contracts that involve security interests. Section 9-206(1) makes waiverclauses in such assignments generally enforceable,93  and courts haveupheld them in numerous cases *801 under this provision.94  This section,however, contains a few restrictions. For instance, it only permits waiverof defenses in favor of an assignee who has taken the assigned right in good
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95 U.C.C. § 9-206(1). 96 Id. 97 Suburban Trust & Sav. Bank v. University of Del., 910 F. Supp. 1009,1016-18 (D. Del. 1995). The court reasoned that U.C.C. section 9-318(1) subjectsan assignee to all defenses applicable to the assignor and that section 9-206(1)literally creates an exception only for sellers and lessors. Id. at 1016. The court alsoconcluded that in contracts involving security interests, section 9-206(1) supplantsany common-law rule generally validating waiver of defense clauses. Id. at 1018.98 See BARKLEY CLARK, THE LAW OF SECURED TRANSACTIONSUNDER THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE P 11.04[4], at 11-23 n.70(1993) (“The limited scope of the U.C.C. language [in section 9-206(1)] should betreated as a drafting error, and the courts should  by analogy extend the rationale toany agreement that may be the subject of an Article 9 assignment.”); GRANTGILMORE, SECURITY INT EREST S IN PERSONAL PROPERTY § 41.5, at1095 (1965) (“The section is written in terms of present sales (and leases) of goods;however, if the language is read in a cheerful spirit, there is no insuperable difficultyin applying it to transactions which are not sales and  leases ....”). 99 See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 331 cmt. f, illus. 10,11 (1979) (drawing this distinction); U.C.C. § 9-206(1) cmt. 1 (noting that courtshave allowed waiver clauses “to operate to cut off at least defenses based on breachof warranty”); Frisch & G abriel, supra  note 80, at 764 (indicating that some courtsdo not allow waiver of fraud defense); G ilmore, supra  note 61, at 1095-96(asserting that waiver of defense clauses do not preclude defense of failure ofconsideration). Older cases support this view. See, e.g., American Nat’l Bank v.A.G. Somerville, Inc., 216 P. 376, 379 (Cal. 1923) (waiver of defense clausevoidable because maker of contract received no consideration). 100 Supra notes 84-87. 101 See U.C.C. § 9-206(1) (referring to defenses in Article 3); id. § 3-305(a)(1)(1995) (identifying so-called real defenses). 
faith, for value, and without notice of defenses.95  In addition, the provisiondoes not permit parties to waive real defenses such as infancy.96  At leastone court also has held that the provision only allows buyers and lessors ofgoods (and not other parties) to waive defenses,97  but commentators havegenerally criticized this view.98 Third, some secondary authorities indicate that, while waiver of defenseclauses may cut off defenses to payment based on breach of warranty, theymay not strip away other defenses.99  This *802 position, however, conflictswith decisions, such as those noted above,100  in which courts have strippedaway other types of defenses. Section 9-206(1), moreover, overrules anycontrary decisions to the extent that they involve security interests; thissection permits parties to waive all defenses except the “real” defensesapplicable even against a holder in due course.101 
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102 See San Francisco Sec. Corp. v. Phoenix Motor Co., 220 P. 229, 232 (Ariz.1923) (striking down contract violating public policy); Fairfield Credit Corp. v.Donnelly, 264 A.2d 547, 550  (Conn. 1969) (striking down contract violating publicpolicy); Dearborn Motors Credit Corp. v. Neel, 337 P.2d 992, 1002 (Kan. 1959)(striking down contract violating public policy); Quality Fin. Co. v. Hurley, 148N.E.2d 385, 389 (Mass. 1958) (striking down contract violating public policy);Unico v. Owen, 232 A.2d 405, 418 (N.J . 1967) (invalidating unconscionablecontract); Motor Contract Co. v. Van der Volgen, 298 P . 705, 707 (W ash. 1931)(invalidating contract under public policy). 103 See, e.g., Fairfield Credit Corp., 264  A.2d  at 547 (dealing with retail salesinstallment contract); Unico, 232 A.2d at 407 (dealing with installment contract forpurchase of stereo records). 104 See Frederick K. Beutel, Negotiability by Contract: A Problem in StatutoryInterpretation, 28 ILL. L. REV.. 205, 213-24 (1933) (discussing but rejectingtheory that N.I.L. made waiver of defense clauses contrary to public policy).Although some courts initially held that the N.I.L. precluded using waiver ofdefense clauses, o ther courts later reached the opposite conclusion. See Frisch &Gabriel, supra  note 80, at 764 (discussing general application of courts allowingwaiver in simple breach of warranty cases); Gilmore, supra  note 61, at 1096-97(discussing Utah case where waiver was effective in simple breach of warrantyclaim). 
Fourth, courts in some jurisdictions have struck down waiver clauses ongrounds that they violated public policy or were unconscionable in thecircumstances involved.102  Many of these cases, however, involvedconsumer contracts and, thus, do not appear to have general application.103Other decisions predate the U.C.C. and rest on a controversial view that theN.I.L. (the U.C.C.’s predecessor) prohibited attempts to effect negotiabilityby contract.104  The U.C.C., as noted, contains no such prohibition. These four limitations show that courts may not uphold waiver ofdefense clauses in all circumstances. Yet, in most instances in which partiescan use a negotiable instrument to allow an assignee to take free of claimsand defenses, they can effect a comparable result by inserting a waiver ofdefense clause in an ordinary contract. To the extent that courts will upholdwaiver of defense clauses, the need for the holder in due course doctrinebecomes a *803 more complicated issue than the conventional policyargument suggests. Although the conventional policy argument for the holder in due coursedoctrine describes the benefits of stripping claims and defenses, it does notexplain what the doctrine accomplishes that parties could not achieve withwaiver of defense clauses. In other words, the conventional policy
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105 See RICHARD A. POSNER, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE LAW §4.1, at 81 (3d ed. 1986) (“[T]he fundamental function of contract law ... is to deterpeople from behaving opportunistically toward their  contracting parties, in order toencourage the optimal timing of economic activity and make costly self-protectivemeasures unnecessary.”). 106 See O.W . HOLMES JR., THE CO MM ON LAW  248-50 (1881) (explainingthat, if law did not enforce promises to  take action in future , parties might resort tosocially harmful measures such as hostage taking to persuade others to keep theirpromises). 107 See RESTATEM ENT (SECOND) O F CO NT RACTS ch. 7  intro. note (1981)( “Contract law has traditionally relied in large part on the premise that the partiesbe ab le to make legally enforceab le agreements on their own terms, freely arrivedat by the process of bargaining.”). 
argument does not show how society benefits from having provisions likesections 3-305 and 3-306 on the books. C. UNDERSTANDING SECTIONS 3-305 AND 3-306 AS DEFAULTRULES A better policy argument for sections 3-305 and 3-306 is that thesesections serve simply as default rules. A review of some basic principles ofcontract law makes this argument easier to understand. The law enforcespromises to pay money in the future--whether in the form of a check, apromissory note, or an ordinary contract--for a widely accepted economicreason. In particular, enforcing promises to take action in the futuregenerally promotes efficiency by allowing parties to enter exchanges inwhich both parties do not have to perform simultaneously to protectthemselves.105 If the law did not enforce promises to pay money in the future,commercial transactions would generally require immediate cash payment.Sellers would hesitate to sell property or services on credit because theywould have no legal means of insuring that they would receive payment.106That result would harm society because the possibility of credit enables theformation of many beneficial bargains that otherwise would not occur. When the law enforces a promise, it generally gives effect to all theterms of the promise. Absent incapacity, fraud, or duress, parties to acontract presumably set the terms of their promises *804 through abargaining process.107  Refusing to enforce some terms may deny one partya portion of the benefit expected from the bargain while giving the other a
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108 See Melvin A. Eisenberg, The Bargain Principle  and Its Limits, 95 HARV.L. REV.. 741 , 745-48 (1982) (“[A] bargain promise should be enforced to its fullextent.”). 109 The need for exceptions to the general enforceability of bargains remains asubject of debate. Compare  POSNER, supra  note 105, at 104 (“Economic analysisreveals no grounds other than fraud, incapacity, and duress ... for allowing a partyto repudiate the  bargain that he made in entering into the contract.”), withEisenberg, supra  note 108, at 748-84 (advocating additional exceptions to addressexploitation of distress, transactional incapacity, susceptibility to unfair persuasion,and price ignorance). 110 See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 356(1) (1981)(authorizing liquidated  damages). 111 See id. § 347 (stating presumption of expectation damages). 112 See Michael Klausner, Corporations,  Corporate  Law, and Networks ofContracts, 81 V A. L. REV. 757, 826 (1995) (“As default rules are currentlyunderstood, their content should mimic the actual contracts that a majority of[[[parties] would adopt in the absence of transaction costs. The social value ofdefault rules is measured in terms of reduced transaction costs.”); Andrew Kull,Mistake, Frustration, and the Windfall Principle  of Contract Remedies, 43HASTINGS L.J. 1, 43 (1991) (“The standard approach to the choice of default rulesrecommends that they be those the parties to a typical contract would be most likelyto select for themselves.”). For a  discussion of potential exceptions to this ruledesigned to limit strategic behavior, see Ian Ayres & Robert Gertner, StrategicContractual Inefficiency and the Optimal Choice of Legal Rules, 101 YALE L.J.729  (1992). 
windfall.108  For this reason, courts generally should and do enforce waiverof defense clauses in a contract to pay money, just as they enforce termssetting the interest rate or the payment date.109 While, in theory, bargaining should produce efficient exchanges, theprocess has a cost. Parties forming contracts often must dicker for termsthey want until they reach agreement. They then must expend resources toexpress the terms clearly. For example, they may take time and payattorneys to prepare a carefully drafted written contract. The law, however, can reduce the cost of bargaining by establishingdefault rules that reflect terms most people favor in a given context. Forexample, although parties may insert a clause liquidating damages in theevent of a breach,110  they do not have to expend this effort. Instead, if theysay nothing, the law will supply a term stating that they will receiveexpectation damages.111  Default rules of this nature promote efficiency bygiving parties to contracts the terms that they want, while sparing them thetransaction costs of setting terms.112 
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113 Although Professor Edward L. Rubin criticizes the present holder in duecourse doctrine on a variety of grounds, he makes a similar argument for developinga modern law for the transfer of commercial instruments. Rubin, supra  note 8 , at796-97. In particular, he recognizes that establishing appropriate default rules canenhance efficiency. Id. 114 See U.C.C. § 3-104 (1995) (stating formal requirements for negotiableinstruments such as checks and notes). 115 The policy argument stated here only explains why the holder in due coursedoctrine should exist given the alternative of waiver of defense clauses. It does notattempt to show that everyone should have capacity to waive defenses, eitherthrough a waiver clause or a negotiable instrument. It thus does not address thedesirability of consumer pro tection measures. 
*805 This discussion leads to the alternative policy argument for theholder in due course doctrine. In particular, it suggests that the doctrineshould exist because it could reduce the cost of bargaining. Althoughparties could recreate the effects of the doctrine by drafting waiver ofdefense clauses, the doctrine itself spares them the effort.113  Parties whowaive claims and defenses against subsequent assignees merely have tomake negotiable instruments within the scope of Article 3.114  The doctrinewill then automatically supply the necessary terms. This alternative policy argument has two distinct advantages over theconventional policy argument. Most significantly, it provides a reason forthe doctrine’s continued existence, even though courts generally upholdwaiver of defense clauses. In addition, it eliminates the need for speculatingabout the exact reasons parties may have for wanting to waive claims anddefenses. Their particular purposes do not matter. Whatever their reasons,if competent parties choose to waive claims and defenses, the holder in duecourse doctrine may reduce the cost of accomplishing that result.115 D. STRENGTH OF THE REVISED POLICY ARGUMENT The revised policy argument for the holder in due course doctrine, torepeat, claims that the doctrine serves as a default rule that saves parties theexpense of drafting waiver of defense clauses. This claim naturally raisesthe question of how much savings the doctrine produces. Without anempirical study, no one can answer *806 this question with certainty. Twowidely different conclusions, however, seem possible. On the one hand, the doctrine might be saving considerable bargainingcosts because the holder in due course doctrine applies in a large numberof transactions. Americans, after all, enter billions of transactions annually
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116 Consumers and businesses write over 60 b illion checks annually. See PamelaSebastian, Business Bulletin: A Special Background Report on Trends in Industryand Finance, WALL ST. J., Jan. 23, 1997, at A1 (discussing continued use of paperchecks in era in which electronic banking has become increasingly popular). Theyalso issue negotiable notes in connection with short-term commercial borrowing,home mortgages, student loans, and so forth. See generally  Mann, supra  note 74,at 966-84 (discussing modern use of notes in variety of contexts). 117 See RICHARD E. SPEIDEL ET AL., PAYM ENT SYSTEM S 89 (5th ed.1993) (noting rise of credit extension methods not reliant upon note transfer to thirdparty and doctrine’s unimportance when ob ligor lacks defenses). 118 See U.C.C. § 5-103 cmt. 2 (1995) (explaining that, because of abbreviatednature of Article 5 and fact that law beyond Article 5 will often determine rights andliabilities in letter-of-credit transactions, parties and courts should  look to customsand practice for guidance). Article 5 of the U.C.C., which governs letters of credit,generally permits parties to opt out of statutory rules and establish their own byagreement. Id. § 5-103(c). 
that involve checks and notes within the ambit of Article 3.116  Admittedly,many of the participants in these transactions do not care about the holderin due course doctrine because they either do not expect a holder in duecourse to take the instrument or they do not think that any claims ordefenses will arise. 117 An unknown and possibly substantial number,however, may want assignees to take free from claims and defenses. Forexample, banks generally prefer to take negotiable notes when they lendmoney. If sections 3-305 and 3-306 did not exist, some banks might insiston contractual terms that would achieve the same result. Sections 3-305 and3-306 saves them the effort. On the other hand, despite the large volume of transactions in negotiableinstruments, the doctrine might not save very much in terms of bargainingcosts because parties can supply their own waiver of defense clausesinexpensively. Even in the absence of sections 3-305 and 3-306, individualsand businesses would not have to draft their own contractual terms eachtime they wanted to make a note or check. Instead, they could use astandard form agreement that contained appropriate preprinted contractualterms. Alternatively, they simply could attach a legend incorporating byreference a set of standard terms. In fact, in many payment transactions not involving negotiableinstruments, the participants already rely on form agreements to set theterms. For example, banks typically issue letters of credit *807 that includea clause subjecting them to the terms of the Uniform Customs and Practicefor Documentary Credits, a privately established protocol published by theInternational Chamber of Commerce.118  Likewise, when using a credit
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119 See Mary Elizabeth Matthews, Credit Cards--Authorized and UnauthorizedUse, 13 ANN. REV. BANKING L. 233, 240-42 (1994) (discussing agreementbetween cardholder and issuing bank). 120 See U.C.C. § 3-302 (1995) (defining “holder in due course”). 121 See supra  Part II.B. (describing these requirements). 
card, consumers typically sign a slip that contains a legend (in tiny print)saying: “Customer agrees to perform the obligations set forth in theCardholder’s agreement with the Issuer.” This legend subjects thetransaction to a form agreement established by the credit card industry.119These competing considerations make the benefit of the holder in duecourse doctrine difficult to determine. This lack of certainty, however,should not condemn the doctrine. Even if the doctrine saves only a smallamount of transaction costs, in theory, little harm can come from thedoctrine’s existence. Current regulations and statutes, as noted, generallyprotect consumers. Other parties may opt out of the doctrine by makingnon-negotiable instruments, with or without waiver clauses. IV. THE POLICY ARGUMENT FOR LIMITING HOLDER IN DUECOURSE STATUS The holder in due course doctrine does not apply every time a personacquires a negotiable instrument by assignment. Instead, as noted above, aperson can become a holder in due course--and thus take an instrument freeof claims and defenses--only by satisfying the numerous requirements setforth in section 3-302.120 For example, a person must take the instrument ingood faith, for value, and without notice of claims, defenses, and otherproblems in order to become a holder in due course.121 *808 The requirements listed in section 3-302 have two conventionaljustifications, one based on considerations of fairness and the other on adesire to shape incentives. The following discussion describes and criticizesthe standard arguments and then suggests an alternative. It proposes that,like sections 3-305 and 3-306, section 3-302 serves as a default rule andshould exist principally for the purpose of reducing transaction costs. A. THE CONVENTIONAL FAIRNESS AND INCENTIVES POLICYARGUMENTS The conventional fairness argument for the requirements in section3-302 rests on an assumption concerning the distributional effects of theholder in due course doctrine. The argument presumes that stripping awayclaims and defenses provides a benefit to the person taking the instrumentwhile placing a burden on the person who made the instrument. The
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122 4 HAW KLAND & LAW RENCE, supra  note 10, § 3-302: 01, at 416. 123 See U.C.C. § 3-201(a) (defining “negotiation” as “a transfer of possession,whether voluntary or involuntary, of an instrument by a person other than the issuerto a person who thereby becomes a holder”). 124 U.C.C. § 3-302(a)(2)(i).125 See Barry L. Zaretsky, Contract Liability of Parties to Negotiable Instru-ments, 42 ALA. L. REV. 627, 673 (1991) (“Perhaps to the extent that the personseeking enforcement is denied holder in due course status because he gave no value,it is fair to deny enforcement. The person seeking enforcement loses only anexpectation, which would seem to be outweighed by the representative’s equitableposition.”); U.C.C. § 3-303 cmt. 2 (noting that “[h] older in due course status is notnecessary to protect” a party who will not suffer “an out-of-pocket loss”). 
argument then justifies the requirements in section 3-302 as appropriatelimitations designed to prevent unfairness to the maker of an instrumentwho may lose his or her defenses. A simple statement of the conventional fairness argument appears in aleading treatise by Professors Hawkland and Lawrence: A holder in due course takes free from virtually all claims anddefenses of all parties and is protected from other risks which woulddefeat his expectations. Since these protections are usually at theexpense of an innocent party, the Code establishes strict require-ments for determining holder in due course status. These require-ments attempt to separate those purchasers who are worthy ofprotection from those purchasers who are not.122 To understand the argument, suppose a homeowner issues a note to abank, and the bank then negotiates123  the note to an investor.*809 Thehomeowner may have a defense to payment, such as fraud on the part of thebank. The conventional fairness argument would assume that stripping waythat defense would burden the homeowner and benefit the investor. Therequirements in section 3-302 arguably restrict the application of the holderin due course doctrine to ensure that no unfairness occurs. The rule that a person must give value for an instrument to become aholder in due course124  provides an example. The conventional fairnessargument would say that the homeowner should not suffer the burden ofhaving a defense stripped away when no good reason exists for conferringthat benefit on the investor. If the investor has not given value to acquirethe instrument, he will not lose anything by being subjected to defenses.Fairness, according to the conventional argument, should preclude strippingaway these defenses in such a case. 125
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126 See Neil O. Littlefield, Good  Faith Purchase  of Consumer  Paper: TheFailure  of the Subjective Test, 39 S. CAL. L. REV. 48, 49 (1966) (noting how goodfaith standard allows courts to protect “the uninformed, commercially naive JohnDoe” from unfair loss of defenses). 127 See Carrie Stradley Lavargna, Government-Sponsored Enterprises Are  “TooBig  to Fail”: Balancing Public and Priva te Interests, 44 HASTINGS L.J. 991,1032 (1993) (arguing that granting holder in due course status to party with priorknowledge of defenses would be “unfair to innocent borrowers”). 128 See U.C.C. § 3-302(a)(1) (stating that person is not ho lder in due course ifthere is evidence of forgery or alteration in the instrument, or if it is so irregular orincomplete that its authenticity is called into question); id. § 3-302(a)(2)(iii) (statingthat person must take instrument without evidence it is overdue to qualify as holderin due course). 
The conventional fairness argument uses similar reasoning to explainwhy a holder in due course must take an instrument in good faith andwithout notice of claims or defenses. A person who acts in bad faith,according to the argument, should not get the benefit of immunity fromdefenses at the expense of the innocent person who made an instrument.126Similarly, in fairness, a person who knows an instrument has a problemshould not have the right to take the instrument and impose the problem onits maker.127 *810 The conventional incentives argument for the requirements insection 3-302 rests on a different assumption. The incentives argumentpostulates that stripping defenses will encourage transfers of instruments,and that not stripping defenses will discourage transfers of instruments. Inother words, it assumes that an investor would prefer to buy an instrumentfree of defenses than to buy one that comes subject to defenses. Theargument then justifies the limitations on who can become a holder in duecourse as serving to curb the incentives to take instruments when encourag-ing transactions would cause harm or serve no societal purpose. For example, as noted above, section 3-302 says, among other things,that a person cannot become a holder in due course of an instrument thathas gaps or irregularities or that has become overdue.128  The traditionalincentives argument supports these restrictions on grounds that no goodreason exists for creating an incentive for people to buy such instruments.Professors Robert Jordan and William Warren, who drafted much of therevised version of Article 3, summarized the conventional incentivesargument for this rule by asking rhetorically: “If negotiability is a doctrineto promote the free flow of instruments, what social or economic gain isachieved by encouraging the currency of stale, irregular, or incomplete
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129 ROBERT L. JORDAN & WILLIAM D. WARREN, NEGOTIABLEINSTRUM ENTS AND LETTERS OF CREDIT 40 (1992). 130 See 4 HAW KLAND & LAW RENCE, supra  note 10, § 3-302: 05, at 438(“As to purchasers [at judicial sales, etc.], the drafters believed that the negotiabilityof instruments in general would not be promoted by granting  them holder in duecourse status.”). 131 Although parties who act in bad faith cannot become holders in due course,they still may negotiate instruments to others who thus become holders in duecourse. The Federal Trade Commission, in part for this reason, decided to prohibitmerchants from taking negotiable notes in most consumer transactions. See FTC,Statement of Basis and Purpose, 40 Fed. Reg. 53,506, 53,509 (1975) (asserting thatholder in due course rule “enables a merchant who engages in disreputable andunethical sales practices to establish and maintain a source of payment whichassures him a place in the  market, notwithstanding continuing breaches of contractand warranty”). 
instruments?”129  In other words, society does not need to create incentivesto take such instruments, and thus the holder in due course doctrine shouldnot apply. The conventional incentives argument attempts to justify otherrequirements in section 3-302 in a similar way. For example, the argumentjustifies denying holder in due course status to a person who acquires aninstrument by judicial process on grounds that such a person does not needthe incentive that stripping away claims and defenses would provide.130The requirement of good *811 faith arguably strives to limit the incentiveto take instruments in bad faith, which could harm society.131 B. CRITICISM OF THE CONVENTIONAL POLICY ARGUMENTS The conventional fairness and incentives arguments for the requirementsin section 3-302, although widely accepted, have two flaws. First, they donot take into account the possibility of compensation for risk. Second, andperhaps more significantly, they see the limitations in section 3-302 as ameans of regulating behavior without recognizing that parties generally canachieve negotiability without these limitations by using appropriatelydrafted waiver of defense clauses. 1. Compensation for Risk. Both the fairness argument and the incentiveargument for conditioning holder in due course status rest on assumptionsthat have questionable economic validity. The fairness argument assumesthat stripping away a maker’s defenses may impose risks on the maker inan unjust manner. This assumption, however, ignores the possibility thatthe maker of the instrument could receive compensation for the increasedrisk, and thus would suffer no unfairness. 
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132 U.C.C. § 3-303(a)(1). 133 See Mann, supra  note 74, at 958  (observing that, all other things being equal,liquid assets will have greater value than illiquid  assets). 
For example, suppose a buyer wants to purchase goods from a seller bymaking a note. If the buyer-maker could waive the value requirement, theseller might offer him more favorable terms; the seller might prefer a notenot subject to the value requirement because eliminating that requirementmight increase the market for the note. The definition of value, as notedabove, does not include an unperformed promise.132  As a result, thenonwaived value requirement prevents a third party who buys a note oncredit from becoming a holder in due course until after making payment.*812 Waiving the value requirement, however, would allow a third-partypurchaser for credit to become a holder in due course immediately. This,in turn, would make a credit sale more attractive to that third party, andthus might bring the seller more consideration, part of which might pass tothe maker as incentive to waive the value requirement. Therefore, althoughthe maker may have no defenses against a third party who did not payvalue, the maker might be compensated for this risk and thus would notunfairly be denied his defenses. The conventional incentives argument has a similar difficulty. As notedabove, the incentives argument rests on the idea that the holder in duecourse doctrine creates incentives for third parties to purchase negotiableinstruments but that restrictions are required to prevent those incentivesfrom encouraging certain harmful transactions. This assumption, however,fails to recognize that price adjustments may dilute any incentives that theholder in due course doctrine otherwise might produce. For example,suppose that a borrower issues two notes to a bank. One note is negotiableand the other note is not. Which note would an investor prefer to purchasefrom the bank? The question, as put, has no clear answer. Although thenegotiable note will come free from claims and defenses, the investoralmost surely will have to pay more for it than for the non-negotiable notebecause the purchase involves less risk. The market, indeed, may adjust theprices of negotiable notes and non-negotiable notes such that neither noterepresents a better overall bargain than the other.133 For this reason, the requirements in section 3-302 that prevent a personfrom becoming a holder in due course in certain circumstances may notlimit the incentives for their purchase. Instead, the requirements in someinstances simply may alter the price of these instruments. Purchasers may
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134 Supra Part III.B. 135 See U.C.C. § 3-302(a)(2)(iii) (defining holder in due course as one who takesinstrument without notice that it is overdue). Parties may not have the ability to optout of all of the requirements in section 3-302. As noted above, although section9-206(1) authorizes parties to use waiver of defenses in contracts involving securityinterests, it imposes mandatory requirements of good faith, value, and lack of noticeof defenses or c laims. Id. § 9-206(1) (1992 & Supp. 1997). The section, however,does not impose any of the other requirements stated in section 3-302. Id. 
be just as willing to buy the instruments at a lower price and subject todefenses, as they would at a higher price and free from defenses. 2. Regulatory Effects. In addition to overlooking economic consider-ations, the conventional policy arguments for restricting holder in duecourse status have another fundamental difficulty. *813 The argumentsassume that section 3-302 can regulate conduct to protect innocent partiesand promote socially beneficial transactions. This assumption, however,ignores the availability of alternatives to negotiable instruments. As discussed previously,134  parties can generally replicate the holder indue course doctrine by including waiver of defense clauses in ordinarycontracts. If parties decide that they do not like the restrictions on who canbecome a holder in due course under section 3-302, they can draft contractsincluding waiver clauses that state different requirements for whenassignees take free from defenses. For example, a waiver of defense clausecould state: “The maker of this note will not assert any defenses against anassignee, even if the assignee acquires it after it becomes overdue.” Thisprovision would allow an assignee to avoid one of the holder in due courserequirements currently stated in section 3-302,135  while still enjoyingimmunity from the maker’s defenses that holder in due course status wouldconfer. The ability to opt out of the Code and tailor waiver of defense clausesas desired deprives section 3-302 of much of its regulatory effect. Thesection cannot control conduct effectively because parties have the abilityto ignore it. A policy argument for the requirements in section 3-302 musttake this alternative into account. C. UNDERSTANDING SECTION 3-302 AS A DEFAULT RULE A better policy argument for the eight-requirements qualification as aholder in due course stated in section 3-302 parallels the argument forstripping claims and defenses under sections 3-305 and 3-306. In particular,
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136 For a  superb and extensive discussion of this idea, see M arie T . Reilly, TheFDIC  as Holder in Due Course: Some Law and Economics, 1992 COLUM . BUS.L. REV. 165, 203-13; see also Gillette, supra  note 21, at 239 (similarly suggestingthat holder in due course doctrine  may serve to a llocate risks). 
the requirements should exist because they potentially could reducetransaction costs. Although parties can draft their own waiver of defenseclauses and can devise their *814 own requirements for when a waivertakes place, section 3-302 acts as a default rule that applies to promisesmade in the form of negotiable instruments. If parties who wish to waiveclaims and defenses favor the default requirements in section 3-302, thenthe section can spare them the effort of drafting alternative requirementsthemselves. The section serves as a default rule, and thus saves transactioncosts and promotes efficiency. This revised policy argument avoids the problems associated with theconventional fairness and incentives arguments. The revised argument doesnot ignore the possibility of compensation for risk because it makes noclaims about how stripping claims and defenses burdens or benefits eitherparty. The revised argument also takes into account the ability of parties todraft their own waiver clauses; indeed, that possibility serves as part of thejustification for having a set of requirements that most people would chooseif they had to draft their own clauses. The revised policy argument raises the question of why users ofnegotiable instruments would want holders in due course to meet thenumerous specific requirements in section 3-302. The answer to thisquestion, although perhaps interesting, has mostly academic value. Ifsection 3-302 exists to save transaction costs, then the reason that peoplefavor the requirements does not make much difference. So long as section3-302 saves parties the trouble of drafting their own waiver clauses, thenthe section has value, regardless of what requirements it imposes. With that caveat in mind, most of the requirements in section 3-302appear to have straightforward economic explanations. Parties making orpurchasing negotiable instruments face several risks. For instance, a personpromising to pay money may worry that he or she will not receive theagreed-upon consideration. Meanwhile, a person purchasing a negotiableinstrument may worry that the maker will assert a defense to payment. Theparties may shift these risks around, but they generally cannot eliminatethem. Most of the requirements in section 3-302 appear to reflect a desireto shift the risks to the party who can avoid them at the lowest cost. 136
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137 In either case, the customer and the bank may have rights against themerchant. For example, even if the bank takes the right to receive payment freefrom defenses, the customer may retain the right to recover from the merchant forbreach of warranty. U.C.C. § 3-305 cmt. 3. Similarly, if the bank bears the risk andthe customer asserts a defense, the bank may have a right of recourse against themerchant. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CO NTRACTS § 333(1) (1973);FARNSWORTH , supra  note 18, § 11.8, at 815. 138 This is true because, after expending resources to assess the mer-chant-customer transaction, the bank might pay the seller less for the non-negotiablenote than it would for a negotiable no te that is free from investigation costs as wellas most risk; if the bank pays the seller less for the non-negotiable note, then theseller may in turn charge the buyer more for the  goods. 139 A non-negotiable note that did not contain a waiver clause would put the riskon the bank because the customer would retain the right to assert defenses. SeeRESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 336(1) (1981) (asserting thatassignee acquires only those rights the assignor had with respect to obligor). 
*815 For example, suppose that a customer issues a non-negotiable noteto a merchant and the merchant then sells it to a bank. There is a risk in thistransaction that the merchant has given the customer defective goods. Thecustomer and the bank cannot eliminate this risk. Yet, they can decide whoshould bear it between the two of them. If the customer does not waivedefenses against subsequent assignees, then the bank will bear the risk; bycontrast, if the customer does waive defenses, then the customer will bearthe risk.137 In many instances, the customer would prefer to assume the risk becausehe has a better ability to assess it. The customer, for example, generally willknow more about the underlying transaction than the bank because he dealsdirectly with the merchant and obtains possession of the goods. Althoughthe bank could assess the underlying transaction, it would incur investiga-tion costs that could result in higher prices for the customer. 138 As a result,the customer may prefer to pay less for the goods and bear the risk himselfinstead of paying more for the goods and placing the risk on the bank.139The customer, accordingly, will make a negotiable instrument which willgive the bank immunity from the risk. In certain circumstances, however, the customer may not want toassume the risk. For example, if the bank knows that the customer has adefense, then the bank can avoid that risk at very little cost simply by notpurchasing the instrument. As a result, the customer may want to place therisk of loss on the bank in that specific situation. Accordingly, although thecustomer ordinarily *816 will waive claims and defenses, the customer willnot waive them when the bank has notice of defenses. Section 3-302, by
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140 U.C.C. § 3-302(a)(2)(vi). 141 Supra note 74 and  accompanying text. 142 Rubin, supra  note 8 , at 786-95. 
denying holder in due course status to one who has notice of defenses,140implements this rational preference. Other factors besides shifting risks may explain why people makenegotiable instruments governed by section 3-302, even though they couldopt out of the provision. For example, parties who lack legal sophisticationsimply may not realize that they have a choice. In general, however, thepopularity of negotiable instruments suggests that, for whatever reason,people generally favor (or at least do not oppose) the restrictions on whocan obtain the status of a holder in due course. If they did not like therequirements, they might draft their own waiver clauses more often. V. IMPLICATIONS The foregoing portions of this Article have argued that the holder in duecourse doctrine should exist, not for the conventional reasons given, butrather because the doctrine may reduce a specific type of transaction cost.If the law did not state that parties may take negotiable instruments freefrom claims and defenses, some makers of these instruments would wantto draft waiver of defense clauses to implement that rule. The holder in duecourse doctrine has social value to the extent that it spares them thistrouble. This new understanding of the purpose of the holder in due coursedoctrine has three important implications. First, it contributes to theongoing debate about the importance of the doctrine. Second, it indicatesthat efforts to reform the doctrine should focus on insuring that the doctrinereflects popular desires in commercial transactions. Third, it reveals thatrestrictions on using negotiable instruments will have little effect unlessthey also apply to waiver of defense clauses. A. IMPORTANCE OF THE HOLDER IN DUE COURSE DOCTRINE Over the past several decades, and especially following the recentrevision of Article 3 of the Uniform Commercial Code, a number of *817authors have questioned the importance of the holder in due coursedoctrine. As noted briefly above, some writers contend that the doctrine nolonger has much relevance because patterns of commerce have changed.141Professor Edward L. Rubin, for example, surveyed all the major uses ofnegotiable instruments in a recent article.142  He concluded that the holder
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143 Id. at 788. 144 Id. at 789-90. 145 Id. at 791-92. 146 Id. at 793. 147 See WHIT E & SUMMERS, supra  note 67, § 14-1, at 503-04 (arguing thatholder in due course doctrine has been effectively eliminated in area of consumerpaper transferred among sellers and lenders, but it has rendered many lenders whomake direct loans to consumers subject to defenses that those consumers haveagainst third-party sellers); Nyquist, supra  note 66, at 922  (arguing negotiability isvital “whenever a transferor is granted rights to recover property free and clear ofclaims against that property in the hands of the transferee”). 
in due course doctrine generally does not affect checks and has little impacton promissory notes. Rubin explained that, with respect to checks, theholder in due course doctrine almost exclusively serves to protectcheck-cashing services that take paychecks from people who do not havebank accounts.143  Rubin also observed that non-U.C.C. law now prohibitsusing negotiable notes in most consumer transactions,144  and that short-term commercial paper made by large corporations, although negotiable,does not circulate very much.145  In addition, he noted that even thoughbanks negotiate mortgage notes, homeowners rarely have defenses againstlenders; thus, the holder in due course doctrine does not greatly affectthem.146  Other writers have expressed some reservations about thesecontentions, although they have not rejected them altogether.147 The policy argument developed in this Article has relevance to thisdebate. It supports the position that the holder in due course doctrine doesnot have much importance, but not for the reasons usually given. Whetheror not the doctrine applies to many transactions, and whether or not courtsuse it to decide many cases, the doctrine has little significance; eliminatingit probably would have little practical effect on commerce. If sections 3-305and 3-306 *818 of the Code did not exist, parties generally could replicatetheir effects by adding waiver of defense clauses to their contracts. Theycould accomplish this task, as noted above, either by drafting the clausesthemselves or by incorporating them by reference to predrafted provisions.Their private contracts would then operate in much the same way thatnegotiable instruments operate today. For this reason, legislatures probably should not extensively worryabout the holder in due course doctrine. Perhaps the doctrine saves partiessome time and effort and insures that all businesses follow the same generalrules. Yet, so long as commerce can shape ordinary contracts to suit its
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148 Supra Part II.B. 149 See Rubin, supra  note 8, at 797 (arguing for empirical research into whatmost people want in commercial transactions as means of developing ru les thatreduce transaction costs). 150 FARNSWORTH , supra  note 18, § 11.8, at 813. 
needs, it could survive without the holder in due course provisions inArticle 3. B. REFORMING THE DOCTRINE The new understanding of the holder in due course doctrine also has animplication for future reforms. In particular, it suggests that proposals forsignificant amendments to sections 3-302, 3-305, and 3-306 shouldgenerally produce skepticism. To repeat, a person who wants to waiveclaims and defenses in favor of subsequent assignees can accomplish thatresult using either a negotiable instrument or an ordinary contractcontaining a waiver of defense clause. Yet, most parties who want to waivedefenses choose negotiable instruments. This practice suggests that mostpeople favor the current status of the holder in due course doctrine or atleast do not see a pressing need to change it. Even though the doctrine probably does not require revision at present,the new policy argument provides guidance for determining when and howto make future amendments. The argument, again, claims that the doctrineserves to reduce transaction costs by sparing parties the efforts of draftingtheir own waiver of defense clauses. In the future, if parties cease usingnegotiable instruments and start using waiver of defense clauses, then thedoctrine no longer will provide a savings and will need adjustment so thatit reflects more accurately what most people want. For example, as described above,148  section 3-302 currently sets fortheight requirements for becoming a holder in due course. *819 Suppose thatin the future most parties decide they do not like one of these requirements,and decide to opt out of the doctrine by constructing waiver clauses thatimpose only the seven requirements that they favor. An amendmentdeleting the eighth requirement would then improve the doctrine. Determining what to save and what to change will require detailedempirical study.149  Some evidence may come from parties that havedecided to opt out of the present rules. One commentator, for example, hasobserved that “[f]inancial institutions often [have] preferred to usewaiver-of-defense clauses to avoid some of the cumbersome formalitiesinherent in negotiable promissory notes.”150  If substantial evidence shows
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151 U.C.C.C. § 3.307 (1974); supra  note 78 and  accompanying text. 152 See U.C.C.C. § 3.404(4) (prohibiting waiver of defense clauses); supra  note92 and accompanying text (discussing prohibition more fully). 153 See U.C.C. § 3-302(c)(i) (1995) (denying holder in due course status to onewho takes instrument by legal process or by purchase in bankruptcy, execution, orcreditor’s sale). 
that this practice has continued, then perhaps the U.C.C. should shed someof those formalities and save these institutions the trouble. C. RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTSThe new understanding of the function of the holder in due coursedoctrine has another important implication that concerns restrictions on theuse of negotiable instruments. The policy argument suggests that anyattempt to regulate the use of negotiable instruments may prove ineffectiveunless the regulations also apply to waiver of defense clauses in contracts.Although legislative and administrative bodies sometimes have recognizedthis principle in the past, they have not done so in all instances. The restrictions on the ability of consumers to make negotiable notesprovides a helpful example of the relationship between negotiableinstruments and ordinary contracts that contain waiver of defense clauses.As noted above, the U.C.C.C. (in contrast to the U.C.C.) generally prohibitsanyone from taking a negotiable instrument, other than a check, in aconsumer transaction. 151  This restriction strives to prevent merchants fromtaking advantage of unsophisticated consumers who may not understandhow the holder in due course doctrine works. *820 The drafters of the U.C.C.C., however, recognized that simplybanning merchants from taking negotiable notes from consumers would notguarantee protection from loss of defenses. Merchants could avoid theconsequences of the ban by persuading consumers to waive their defensesin ordinary contracts. To prevent this end-run around the prohibition, theU.C.C.C. also bans waiver of defense clauses in certain consumertransactions.152  If the statute did not contain this restriction, its prohibitionon taking negotiable instruments would have had little real effect. In other situations, however, the drafters of rules designed to restrict theholder in due course doctrine have failed to consider the alternative ofusing waiver of defense clauses. For example, the drafters of the U.C.C.believed that the assignee of a negotiable instrument should not become aholder in due course simply because the assignee acquired the instrumentthrough judicial process.153  This restriction, however, has a shortcoming.
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154 Nothing in Article 3 prevents this, and Article 9 expressly allows waiver ofdefense clauses without distinguishing judicial sales from other means ofacquisition. Id. § 9-206(1) (1995). 155 This failure, however, probably makes little difference because mostpeople--again, for whatever reason--continue to make negotiable instruments. 156 See Edward Rubin, Efficiency, Equity and the Proposed Revision of Articles3 and 4, 42 ALA. L. REV. 551, 552-54 (1991) (giving background of Article 3 and4 revisions). 157 See BRITTO N, supra  note 8 , at 14-17 (describing formulation of N.I.L.). 158See id. at 8-9 (noting that bills of exchange originated between merchanttraders).
Parties can avoid the limitation in most instances by using a waiver ofdefense clause that does not treat judicial sales differently from otherassignments.154  If the drafters of the U.C.C. wanted to insure that onlyassignees who did not obtain instruments through judicial sales couldbecome holders in due course, they would have been required to ban waiverof defense clauses that did not impose that restriction.155 VI. CONCLUSION This Article has sought to advance a thesis that both attacks andsupports tradition. It calls into question the customary policy arguments forthe holder in due course doctrine. Yet, at the same time, it suggests anotherjustification for it, and consequently *821 argues that the holder in duecourse doctrine has a reason for existing, and probably does not needreform. Policy arguments historically have done little to shape the holder in duecourse doctrine. The drafters of the U.C.C. for the most part merely soughtto replicate the earlier provisions of the N.I.L.,156  while the drafters of thepredecessor N.I.L. merely sought to replicate the common law.157  Thejudges who first upheld negotiability in common-law cases similarlywanted the law to reflect merchant practices, and generally did not focuson other policy arguments.158  The possibility that some policy argumentsmade for the doctrine after its creation might have flaws, therefore, shouldcome as no surprise. This Article merely has attempted to devise a betterrationalization for a doctrine that has long existed, and doubtlessly willcontinue to exist for some time. *822 APPENDIX U.C.C. § 3-302. Holder in Due Course. 
THE HOLDER IN DUE COURSE DOCTRINE AS A DEFAULT RULE38 (a) Subject to subsection (c) and Section 3-106(d), “holder in duecourse” means the holder of an instrument if:(1) the instrument when issued or negotiated to the holder does notbear such apparent evidence of forgery or alteration or is not otherwise soirregular or incomplete as to call into question its authenticity; and(2) the holder took the instrument (i) for value, (ii) in good faith, (iii)without notice that the instrument is overdue or has been dishonored or thatthere is an uncured default with respect to payment of another instrumentissued as part of the same series, (iv) without notice that the instrumentcontains an unauthorized signature or has been altered, (v) without noticeof any claim to the instrument described in Section 3-306, and (vi) withoutnotice that any party has a defense or claim in recoupment described inSection 3-305(a).(b) Notice of discharge of a party, other than discharge in an insolvencyproceeding, is not notice of a defense under subsection (a), but dischargeis effective against a person who became a holder in due course with noticeof the discharge. Public filing or recording of a document does not of itselfconstitute notice of a defense, claim in recoupment, or claim to theinstrument.(c) Except to the extent a transferor or predecessor in interest has rightsas a holder in due course, a person does not acquire rights of a holder indue course of an instrument taken (i) by legal process or by purchase in anexecution, bankruptcy, or creditor’s sale or similar proceeding, (ii) bypurchase as part of a bulk transaction not in ordinary course of business ofthe transferor, or (iii) as the successor in interest to an estate or otherorganization.(d) If, under Section 3-303(a)(1), the promise of performance that is theconsideration for an instrument has been partially performed, the holdermay assert rights as a holder in due course of the instrument only to thefraction of the amount payable under the instrument equal to the value ofthe partial performance divided by the value of the promised performance.(e) If (i) the person entitled to enforce an instrument has only a *823security interest in the instrument and (ii) the person obliged to pay theinstrument has a defense, claim in recoupment, or claim to the instrumentthat may be asserted against the person who granted the security interest,the person entitled to enforce the instrument may assert rights as a holderin due course only to an amount payable under the instrument which, at thetime of enforcement of the instrument, does not exceed the amount of theunpaid obligation secured.
THE HOLDER IN DUE COURSE DOCTRINE AS A DEFAULT RULE 39(f) To be effective, notice must be received at a time and in a mannerthat gives a reasonable opportunity to act on it.(g) This section is subject to any law limiting status as a holder in duecourse in particular classes of transactions.U.C.C. § 3-305. Defenses and Claims in Recoupment. (a) Except as stated in subsection (b), the right to enforce the obligationof a party to pay an instrument is subject to the following:(1) a defense of the obligor based on (i) infancy of the obligor to theextent it is a defense to a simple contract, (ii) duress, lack of legal capacity,or illegality of the transaction which, under other law, nullifies theobligation of the obligor, (iii) fraud that induced the obligor to sign theinstrument with neither knowledge nor reasonable opportunity to learn ofits character or essential terms, or (iv) discharge of the obligor in insol-vency proceedings;(2) a defense of the obligor stated in another section of this Article ora defense of the obligor that would be available if the person entitled toenforce the instrument were enforcing a right to payment under a simplecontract; and(3) a claim in recoupment of the obligor against the original payee of theinstrument if the claim arose from the transaction that gave rise to theinstrument; but the claim of the obligor may be asserted against a transfereeof the instrument only to reduce the amount owing on the instrument at thetime the action is brought.(b) The right of a holder in due course to enforce the obligation of aparty to pay the instrument is subject to defenses of the obligor stated insubsection (a)(1), but is not subject to defenses of the obligor stated insubsection (a)(2) or claims in recoupment stated in subsection (a)(3) againsta person other than the holder.*824 (c) Except as stated in subsection (d), in an action to enforce theobligation of a party to pay the instrument, the obligor may not assertagainst the person entitled to enforce the instrument a defense, claim inrecoupment, or claim to the instrument (Section 3-306) of another person,but the other person’s claim to the instrument may be asserted by theobligor if the other person is joined in the action and personally asserts theclaim against the person entitled to enforce the instrument. An obligor isnot obliged to pay the instrument if the person seeking enforcement of theinstrument does not have rights of a holder in due course and the obligorproves that the instrument is a lost or stolen instrument.
THE HOLDER IN DUE COURSE DOCTRINE AS A DEFAULT RULE40 (d) In an action to enforce the obligation of an accommodation party topay an instrument, the accommodation party may assert against the personentitled to enforce the instrument any defense or claim in recoupment undersubsection (a) that the accommodated party could assert against the personentitled to enforce the instrument, except the defenses of discharge ininsolvency proceedings, infancy, and lack of legal capacity.U.C.C. § 3-306. Claims to an Instrument. A person taking an instrument, other than a person having rights of aholder in due course, is subject to a claim of a property or possessory rightin the instrument or its proceeds, including a claim to rescind a negotiationand to recover the instrument or its proceeds. A person having rights of aholder in due course takes free of the claim to the instrument.
